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Gas propelled car exploded in Kramfors, Sweden

16/11 2016 in Ry, Kramfors.

At 19.20 the High-Coast Rescue Service were alerted to a car fire in Ry, in the municipality region of Kramfors.
The car had started to burn and then it exploded, it was a gas-propelled car. We took a defensive position and allowed it to burn out before finishing the intervention. It was parked in a quite remote position and there was no risk for fire spread. We were lucky and nobody was injured, Mikael Lundberg, officer on duty at the High Coast Rescue Service.
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-have a closer look at the following photos and texts.
The explosion blew away the roof of the car and landed approx. 1 meter from one firefighter.

The exploded cas container, the other containers remained in the vehicle.
Gas-propelled bus exploded in Gothenburg

Gnistängs tunnel, Frölunda, Sweden 2016-07-12

A gas propelled bus started burning after passing through a tunnel in Gothenburg. It had 15 passengers on board that managed to get off the bus. During the intervention of the Rescue Service, the bus exploded. Two firefighters were slightly injured.

Garbage truck exploded

Katrineholm, Sweden 2016-09-22

At ten o clock in the evening a garbage truck was on its way to the garage after having been refueled with biogas. One gas container exploded. The persons in the cab were shocked, but nobody was injured.
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